A simple mechanism of dynamical symmetry breaking of electromagnetism with two gauge fields (U(1) × U(1)) is considered. By considering the action variations with respect to the gauge connections F = dA and G = dC we obtain an electric and a magnetic effective actions (U(1)) that have an extra coupling to the magnetic and electric currents (respectivelly) that decouple from the classical theory, meaning that it does not contribute to the standard equations of motion obtained by varying A and C, i.e. Maxwell equations. The extra gauge field C(or A) effectivelly is fixed by the physical effective field A(or C) constituting a non-trivial configuration C = C(A) (or A = A(C)) such that the field discontinuities (Dirac string or WuYang non-trivial fiber-bundle) are encoded in the extra gauge field C (or A). Our construction is only compactible with local current densities.
Introduction and Discussion
The seminal works of Dirac [1] introduced the famous charge quantization relation eg = n which is obtained in the presence of both electric and magnetic poles (charges). The existence of both electric and magnetic charge raised the problem of a variational description of electromagnetism from an action that could actually contain explicitly both types of charges. In turn it is widelly accepted that in order to achieve that goal one must consider a description in terms of gauge fields which minimally couple to both currents, so necessarlly we need to consider the existence of two distinct gauge fields, A that couples to ordinary electric currents and C that couples to magnetic current [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . One possible approach first considered by Cabbibo and Ferrari [2] is to consider two physical gauge fields A and C. Althought this approach preserves both time-space isotropy and Lorentz invariance has the drawback of the inexistence of experimental observable effects of the second gauge field. Another approach have been to consider mechanisms that starting from a theory with two gauge fields give us only one physical gauge field, either by considering solutions (constraints) for the extra gauge field [3] [4] [5] [6] (this aproach has the drawback of not preserving space isotropy or not preserving Lorentz invariance) or by considering a very massive second gauge field [7] .
In here we consider a dynamical symmetry breaking mechanism that allows to obtain two possible effective electric and magnetic theories from a theory of electromagnetism with two gauge fields. There are two main features that are determinant in our construction. First we demand that the choice of fundamental variables can be both the gauge fields or the respective gauge invariant connections. This is similar to Schwinger's arguments [8] concerning gauge covariant quantities, here we can express the full action in terms of gauge connection as long as our current densities are local. Secondly the existence of a cross Hopf term that for non-trivial field configurations allows trough the equations of motion to express one of the gauge fields as a non-trivial configuration of the physical effective gauge field. This is in some sense the same mechanism that originates the Dirac-string [1] or the equivalent Wu-Yang fiber-bundle [9] , here these discontinuities are encoded in the auxiliary gauge field such that the physical field is regular.
We will consider the action for electromagnetism with two gauge fields coupled to electric and magnetic sources as derived in [10, 11] . As effective actions we obtain
HereÃ andC are not independent fields and the current terms coupled to these fields do not contribute to the classical equations of motion [10, 11] , i.e. Maxwell equations.
Pure Gauge Effective Theories
We consider the action for electromagnetism with two gauge fields coupled to electric and magnetic sources as derived in [10, 11] 
(1) whereÃ andC do not constitute independent fields and are defined by the differential equations [11] 
The usual equation of motion are obtained by varying the action with respect to the gauge fields. For the pure gauge theory (without sources) we obtain for the action (1) the usual equations of motion for A and C (respectivelly) in terms of the gauge connections F and
We note that the Hopf term does not contribute for the variation of the action with respect to the gauge fields, it is a total derivative of the gauge fields. We note however that there is another particular simple construction such that the Hopf term does contribute to the equations of motion. The above equations have as general solutions a close 2-form H such that dH = 0
We are further demanding that the gauge connections can also be considered at classical level as the physical degrees of freedom. Then considering the variation of the action with respect to F and G (respectivelly) results in the equations of motion
This two equations are Hodge-conjugated to each other ( * * F = −F and * * G = −G), so actually we only have one independent equation. We note that this fact is due to the Maxwell terms F ∧ * F and G ∧ * G having opposite signs in the action (1), see [11] for further details.
Now we can identify in (4) H e =ǫ G and H g = −ǫ F . However the Bianchi identities are no longer obeyed, we have either that dG =ǫd * F or dF = −ǫd * G, so in order for these solutions to exist one must consider non-trivial solutions either for C = C(A) or A = A(C).
The main conclusion to take from this construction is that the usual equations of motion for the gauge fields are compactible with the equations of motion for the gauge connections and that for the particular action (1) there is only one independent equation that as we will describe next allows for the two broken electric and magnetic phases of the theory by choosing to replace in the action either G or F . Doing so we loose the Bianchi identity for one of the gauge connections and one must consider non-trivial solutions for one of the gauge fields in terms of the other gauge field. This accounts for having again the same problem on the definition of the gauge fields, either by the existence of a non-physical string as in the original works of Dirac [1] or alternativelly by considering a field discontinuity in order to define a non-trivial fiber-bundle as in Yang and Wu work [9] . The main novelty in our construction is that either the string or the fiber-bundle correspond to the field which are effectivelly excluded in the effective theory instead of the surviving field (in each of the corresponding effective theories).
Chosing to solve the equations of motion (5) for G such that G =ǫ * F and * G = −ǫF we obtain after a straight forward computation that the original action (1) without sources holds the effective action
Alternativelly choosing to solve the equations of motion (5) for F such that F = −ǫ * G and * F =ǫ G we obtain the effective action
2 Inclusion of Source Terms
In the presence of source terms we take an Hodge decomposition for the currents that obey the continuity equations d * J e = d * J g = 0 * J e = −dφ e + c e * J g = −dφ g + c g
where φ e and φ g are close 2-forms and c e and c g are constant 3-forms. Here we will consider that we are dealing with local current densities such that there are no constant background fields, hence we set c e = c g = 0.
Now performing an integration by parts and discarting boundary terms we can rewrite the source terms in (1) as
such that the equations of motion obtained by varying the action with respect to the gauge connections read now
or solving for F
Replacing the solutions for G (10) in the action (1) we obtain after a straight forward computation the effective electric action
Replacing the solutions for F (11) in the action (1) we obtain the effective magnetic action
We note that as explained in detail in [10, 11] the second source terms containingÃ and C defined by the differential equations (2) do not contribute to the classical equations of motion such that we have the usual classical Maxwell equations (and respective magnetic counterpart) upon variation of the effective actions with respect to A (or C).
